
Financial Issues and Strategy
As is the case in many other industries experiencing global expansion, a marine transport company must 

navigate a multitude of risk factors, riding the waves of both long- and short-term business cyclical trends, 

some big and some small. The company must carefully time efforts to build its fleet, to maintain a strategic 

and effective business operation. Naturally, in order to meet these challenges it is essential to have a solid 

financial base.

 In fiscal 2007, MOL embarked on its current midterm management plan, “MOL ADVANCE”, aimed at 

achieving sustained profit growth. One of the key themes of this plan is to “sustain growth in both quantity 

and quality.” From a financial standpoint, this entails improving the gearing ratio (interest-bearing debt/

shareholders’ equity), by controlling the increase in interest-bearing debt as a result of aggressive capital 

expenditures while steadily expanding shareholders’ equity.* 

 In order to accelerate growth in its global operations, the company will seek to leverage the strong 

fundraising capabilities of the entire MOL Group, while naturally doing its best to manage funds efficiently. 

In addition, it is extremely important for the company to address tax planning issues on a global basis to 

respond to the demands of an increasingly borderless market and maintain its international competitiveness 

in the highly integrated global market in which it operates.

* “Shareholders’ equity” in this section comprises the total of owners’ equity and accumulated gains from valuation and translation adjustments.

Fund-Raising and Capital Investment
The original target in “MOL ADVANCE” called for the company to add 196 vessels over the 3-year period 

from fiscal 2007 through fiscal 2009, at a cost equivalent to around ¥1.1 trillion. However, expected bur-

geoning demand for ships prompted the company to add 22 ships to its fleet plan over the past year, raising 

the total as March 31, 2008 to 218 vessels, or a combined value of ¥1.3 trillion. Of these, roughly 40% will 

be owned by either the parent company or one of its overseas subsidiaries, and carried as assets on the 

balance sheet under the category “vessels.” The other 60% will be chartered under long-term contracts 

with the vessel owners, and thus will not appear on the balance sheet. Capital expenditures include new 

ship construction costs, which are roughly equivalent to 40% of total fleet addition costs, as well as the 

cost of purchasing used vessels (including some vessels purchased under options in the lease agreements), 

and investments in fixed assets other than ships. These capital expenditures are expected to total ¥717.0 

billion over 3 years, which falls within the range of projected operating cash flow for fiscal 2007–09 (¥725.0 

billion).* Therefore, the company should be able to continue investing aggressively in new ships while 

controlling the increase in interest-bearing debt.
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Cash Flows and  
Capital Expenditures 
(¥ billions) 
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 Looking at capital expenditure activities for fiscal 2007 alone, the company added 58 new vessels to 

its fleet and also brought forward purchases of used vessels for a total cost of ¥287.0 billion, which slightly 

increased interest-bearing debt to ¥601.2 billion. However, due to a healthy increase in total shareholders’ 

equity, the gearing ratio improved from 103% at the end of fiscal 2006 to just 88%. This allowed MOL to 

fulfill a goal of its “MOL ADVANCE” plan—reducing the gearing ratio to less than 100%—in the very first 

year of the plan. 

 In fiscal 2008, operating cash flow is expected to be roughly the same as in fiscal 2007, and the company 

also plans to use its cash to fund some of the construction of new vessels and the refinancing of existing 

vessels. This should enable it to continue minimizing any increase in interest-bearing debt. Regarding external 

fund procurement, even though the sub-prime loan crisis has greatly changed financial market conditions, 

MOL maintains close and expanding relationships with many lenders. These provide the company with a 

variety of options for obtaining the capital needed to maintain its international competitiveness. Adverse factors 

such as the strong yen and rising bunker prices are expected to continue. However, the company expects to 

maintain a steady consolidated ordinary income of over ¥300.0 billion in fiscal 2008 and beyond. The abundant 

cash flow from this should allow the company to reduce the gearing ratio to less than 60% in fiscal 2009.

* Cash flow=Net income+Depreciation–Dividend

Confirming Progress in Financial Strategy

FY2009 Targets FY2007 Results Status

Improve the equity ratio 
to over 40%

36% Exceeded fiscal 2007 target (35%) due to the accumula-
tion of retained earnings.

Improve gearing ratio to 
less than 100%

88% Though the company has invested aggressively in new 
ships, as planned, free cash flows have kept the increase 
in interest-bearing debt below projected levels. The fiscal 
2007 result outperformed the target of 105%.

Improve ROA to over 7% 10.8% Maintaining ROA at a high level.

Shareholders’ Equity
Shareholders’ equity has risen as a result of higher-than-expected net income, which elevated consolidated 

retained earnings. MOL now expects to increase shareholders’ equity to ¥1.0 trillion by the end of fiscal 

2009, far surpassing our original target of ¥860.0 billion. Assuming that we reach this goal, the company 

will also attain an equity ratio of 45%, far above the goal of more than 40%. On the other hand, the company 

carries lease-related liabilities which do not appear on the balance sheet (roughly ¥250.0 billion in future 

lease payments at March 31, 2008). Therefore, we still consider it necessary to improve the gearing ratio 

further to lift the equity ratio substantially above target, so the company will keep its consolidated dividend 

payout ratio at 20% for the time being.

 Last year, when the share price was rising, holders of MOL’s convertible bonds (euro yen zero-coupon 

CBs issued in March 2006 and due in 2011; total issuance amount: ¥50.0 billion) for the first time began 

converting the CBs to common stock. Roughly ¥0.9 billion worth of these bonds were converted, and more 

are likely to be exchanged for common shares as the maturity date approaches. This would help to increase 

shareholders’ equity. 

Gearing Ratio and 
Equity Ratio
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 Our general roadmap calls for increasing shareholders’ equity. This will cause a gradual decline in 

ROE, which is currently at a very high level, but we view this as a necessary step to support longer-term 

growth. In fiscal 2007, however, strong earnings raised ROE to 31%, versus our initial target of 25%. The 

company will make a concerted effort to keep ROE at relatively high levels.  

Credit Ratings
Credit ratings are an important focal point of MOL’s financial strategy, since stronger ratings will further enhance 

the company’s ability to procure capital on competitive terms. In fiscal 2007, we successfully achieved the 

target of boosting the company’s rating with some overseas rating agencies to A Category, and its domestic 

credit rating to AA Category. Hereafter, the company will work to convince those credit rating agencies that 

have not yet upgraded our rating to that level to do so, and we will take steps to improve ratings further in 

the future, by bolstering shareholders’ equity to further strengthen the company’s financial position.

Credit Ratings

R&I AA–

JCR AA–

Moody’s A3

Standard & Poor’s BBB+

Cash Management
Since fiscal 2000, the MOL Group has implemented a “Cash Management System” (CMS) to promote the 

more effective use of available funds by Group companies. In fiscal 2007, these efforts helped the company 

reduce loans from outside sources by ¥13.0 billion, thereby reducing total interest expenses by over ¥100 

million. In the future, the company will seek to further improve global cash management by taking steps 

to use funds more efficiently in each overseas region. 

 Naturally, as the scale of the company’s operations expands, so could the level of risk related to out-

standing receivables. To minimize this risk, the company will seek to collect outstanding receivables as 

quickly as possible, and further strengthen cash management for the Group as a whole.

Global Tax Planning
The “tonnage tax” system is a standardized tax system that is utilized in the global marine transport industry. 

During fiscal 2008, Japan intends to make the necessary changes to its own tax system, allowing companies 

to apply the tonnage tax system in fiscal 2009. MOL plans to aggressively introduce this system in its own 

operations. However, since this system will apply only to Japanese-flagged vessels, the benefits that the 

new system should generate, in terms of reducing corporate taxes, will be quite limited relative to the 

benefits for ships from overseas countries, which have typically used tonnage tax systems. 

 On the other hand, the introduction of global tax planning will create an environment in which MOL 

can compete on a level playing field with marine transport companies in other countries, in terms of the 

tax burden. From that perspective, it will be very beneficial to adopt this system. Today, as it works to 

expand its overseas bases, the company will seek to make effective use of the marine transport-related tax 

structures of various countries, particularly in Asia and Europe.
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Risk Management

Fluctuations of Cargo Volume, Fleet Supply, 
and Freight Rates
A global shipping business must adopt a similar approach to investment 

fund managers in managing the various risks it faces. It is essential to 

carefully appraise the investment risk of each business and develop a 

portfolio of operations that generate maximum return. In the marine transport 

business, there are a multitude of factors that are subject to change, such 

as changes in the trade structure, demand for freight space, and market 

conditions, and the company that responds to these factors most skillfully 

can expect the best performance. With this in mind, MOL has adopted a 

strategy of “diversifying operations to reduce risk” and “raising highly stable 

profits,” in order to maximize returns and sustain profit growth. 

Diversifying operations to reduce risk

MOL has advocated a “full-line marine transport group” operating a fleet 

of 874 vessels of various types and sizes to transport a host of different 

cargo. One could even go so far as to say that there are as many markets 

as there are kinds of ships. Each of these markets experiences all sorts of 

fluctuations, some of which are closely related and some of which are not. 

Since the company maintains a vast breadth and scale of operations, 

however, these fluctuations tend to balance out such that the impact on 

total consolidated earnings is comparatively modest.

Raising highly stable profits through the use of medium- and long-term 

contracts and other means

MOL understands that market fluctuations represent an opportunity as well 

as a risk, and the company responds to temporarily favorable market 

conditions by seeking short-term contracts that will allow the company to 

maximize profits. At the same time, the company pursues medium- and 

long-term contracts that allow us to develop long-standing relationships of 

trust with customers, and ensure a stable future cash flow that will help 

reduce the risk that market fluctuations could have on our results.

 The company is taking a long-term approach to expanding operations 

in sectors that are relatively immune to changes in the external environ-

ment, and therefore generally produce stable profits. In this way, we aim 

to increase what we call highly stable profits. Based on conditions at the 

end of March 2008, we are forecasting highly stable profits to reach ¥123.0 

billion in fiscal 2008 and ¥153.0 billion in fiscal 2009.

Exchange Rate Fluctuations
In the international marine transport business, freight fees are usually 

denominated in U.S. dollars. Therefore, the vast majority of revenue is 

generated on a dollar basis. Since dollar-denominated revenue exceeds 

dollar-denominated expenses, when the yen strengthens on foreign exchange 

markets—particularly against the US dollar—this can have a negative 

impact on Group earnings. Based on recent earnings trends, the impact 

on consolidated ordinary income is, at a maximum, about ¥3.8 billion per 

year for each ¥1-per-dollar change in the yen/U.S. dollar exchange rate.

Interest Rate Fluctuations
MOL depends mainly on funds procured from external sources to meet 

working capital and capital expenditure requirements. Funds procured at 

variable interest rates may be affected by interest rate fluctuations. Con-

sequently, MOL tries to hedge against this risk by procuring funds through 

fixed-rate loans and using interest-rate swaps at times when the market 

interest rate is declining, in order to lock in its interest rates. As of March 

31, 2008, yen-denominated and U.S. dollar denominated interest-bearing 
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liabilities totaled ¥601.2 billion, and approximately 80% of that loan principal 

is locked in at a fixed interest rate. As a result, an increase of one percent-

age point in interest rates would impact annual consolidated ordinary 

income by between ¥1 billion and ¥2 billion.

Bunker Price Fluctuations
The market price of bunker is generally linked to the price of crude oil, 

and any increase in bunker prices has a negative impact on earnings for 

the MOL Group. The Group operates a fleet of nearly 900 vessels, whose 

annual fuel consumption amounts to nearly 7 million tons of bunker. The 

company is able to pass on about 60% of the risk created by bunker 

fluctuations to customers. Therefore, an increase of US$1 per metric ton 

in the average annual price of bunker would lower earnings by a maximum 

of approximately ¥300 million. 

 Comparing the fuel efficiency of different types of vessels, the speedier 

container ships with high-horsepower engines consume a far greater volume 

of fuel, per vessel, than other types of ships. We estimate that these ships 

account for around 70% of the company’s total exposure to bunker price 

fluctuations. In other words, a US$1 increase in the price of bunker can 

have a maximum impact of around ¥200 million on earnings in the container 

ship division. Therefore, whenever possible, the company tries to gain the 

customer’s understanding and impose a fuel surcharge on container ship 

operations in order to ensure that earnings in this business remain stable. 

 The International Maritime Organization has been considering possible 

measures to address the problem of sulfur oxide and nitrogen oxide emissions 

generated by ships. Generally, these regulations would take the form of restric-

tions on the sulfur content of bunker used by ships, or restrictions on the type 

of electrical generators and shipboard engines that vessels use, in order to 

reduce nitrogen oxide emissions. Although the details have not yet been 

clarified, new restrictions are due to be phased in over the period from 2010 

to 2025. This is certain to increase fuel costs compared with the cost under 

present regulations. The company intends to take steps over time to pass on 

these higher costs via freight rates increases and higher charter fees.

Three-year Total Investment (including capital investment) (¥ billions)

Intangible 
Factors

Organizational Restructuring

¥13.0(Improvement of ship management structure, estab-
lishment of Safety Operation Supporting Center, etc.)

Recruiting and Training Seafarers

Facilities  
and 
Equipment

Previewing and Implementing Safety 
 Standard Specifications ¥22.0Ensure Thoroughness of Ship Maintenance 
Policies, etc.

Total 
investment ¥35.0
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Sensitivity of Ordinary Income to Exchange Rate/ 
Interest Rate/Bunker Price Fluctuations

Sensitivity p.a.
Exchange Rate (¥/US$) A ¥1 appreciation reduces ordinary income 

by up to ¥3.8 billion 

Interest Rate (%) A 1 point rise reduces ordinary income by  
1 to 2 billion yen 

Bunker Price (US$/MT) A US$1/MT increase reduces ordinary income 
by up to ¥0.3 billion 

Other Cost Increases
In addition to bunker prices, there are a multitude of other costs related to 

ship maintenance and operation which have an impact on earnings. For 

example, the current increase in demand for ships has contributed to an 

increase in the cost of hiring officers and crews, periodic ship inspection 

and maintenance costs, lubricating oil, and a variety of other expenses.

Vessel Operations
Since MOL operates a fleet of nearly 900 ships, it is impossible to ignore the 

risks related to various incidents that may occur on the high seas. In order 

to prevent accidents, the company has introduced a variety of measures such 

as safety standards, a safety management system, comprehensive crew 

education and training, and new organizations to support safe operations.

 The company’s midterm management plan, “MOL ADVANCE,” includes 

comprehensive measures to promote safe operation, in line with its theme 

of pursuing “growth with enhanced quality.” In spring 2007, MOL conducted 

a thorough revision of its organizational structure, and it plans to invest 

¥35.0 billion over the 3-year period from fiscal 2007 to fiscal 2009 with 

the aim of achieving world-leading transport quality.
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